LUXURY HANDCRAFTED MATTRESSES
WITHOUT THE WAIT

The Velocity
Collection
A collection of luxury handcrafted mattresses that deliver
superior comfort without the wait…
Introducing the Velocity Collection by Harrison Spinks.
From convenient Turn Free to luxurious Dual Sided mattresses,
offering exceptional quality and comfort.
With 9 models in the collection, there’s a choice of support levels,
sizes and prices to suit all. You’ll be sure to find your perfect
match for your best night’s sleep.

Each mattress is handcrafted in our Yorkshire based factory to
the highest standards by artisan bed makers with a wealth
of bed making experience.

SUPERIOR QUALITY

Featuring the finest natural and sumptuous sustainable fillings
including home-grown hemp and flax, luxurious silk, supremely
soft cashmere, crisp cooling cotton and British wool.

100% foam free, glue free and FR chemical free.
At the heart of each mattress is our latest innovation;
our advanced 100% recyclable Cortec™ Quad contouring
springs.
Each mattress is finished with a chemical free mattress
cover, meaning every part can be recycled, leaving
zero to landfill.

SUSTAINABLE LUXURY

Rolled, eco-packed and available for delivery the following day
for free or on a specific chosen day, there’s no need to wait.
Delivered straight to your front door or taken
to a room of choice.
NEXT DAY DELIVERY

We can even take away and recycle your old mattress.

We are confident a Velocity mattress will change the way
you sleep. With 60 nights to experience luxurious sleep,
rest easy knowing you can exchange for another model
within the collection if it is not your perfect match.
60 NIGHT COMFORT GUARANTEE

VELOCITY 750

VELOCITY 3250

FIRM SUPPORT. TURN FREE.

MEDIUM SUPPORT. TURN FREE.

The Velocity 750 offers a firm support for those who prefer a slightly firmer feel. With 2 rows of side
stitching and 750 100% recyclable advanced Cortec™ Quad pocket springs that contour to your body
with greater accuracy for deeper support. While the layers of Ecotex provide luxurious comfort, the
in-house woven, chemical free mattress cover, ensures no glue, foam or FR chemicals are used
for a healthy and environmentally friendly night’s sleep.

The Velocity 3250 offers a medium support. Expertly handcrafted by artisan bedmakers, with 2 rows
of side stitching and 3250 luxury pocket springs. Featuring our 100% recyclable advanced Cortec™
Quad springs that contour to your body with greater accuracy for deeper support. With HD 2500
micro springs close to the sleeping surface to relieve pressure and provide targeted support.

SUPERIOR QUALITY

SUSTAINABLE LUXURY

Crisp cotton layers provide a cooling sleeping environment. Finished with an in-house woven,
chemical free mattress cover. No glue, no foam, no FR chemicals.

NEXT DAY DELIVERY

60 NIGHT COMFORT GUARANTEE

VELOCITY 4250

VELOCITY 5750

MEDIUM SUPPORT. TURN FREE.

FIRM SUPPORT. TURN FREE.

The Velocity 4250 offers a medium support. Expertly handcrafted with 2 rows of side stitching and
4250 luxury pocket springs. Featuring our 100% recyclable advanced Cortec™ Quad springs, with more
points of contact for contour accuracy and deeper support, Posturfil pocket springs that react instantly
to movement and HD 2500 micro springs close to the sleeping surface to relieve pressure
and provide targeted support.

The Velocity 5750 offers a firm support for those who prefer a slightly firmer feel. Expertly handcrafted
by artisan bedmakers, with 2 rows of side stitching and 5750 luxury pocket springs.
Our 100% recyclable advanced Cortec™ Quad springs are at the core of the 5750 Velocity mattress,
with more individual points of contact to precision contouring. Layered with Posturfil pocket springs
that react instantly to the sleeper’s movement and HD 4000 micro springs close to the sleeping
surface to relieve pressure and provide targeted support.

Layered with temperature regulating British wool, blended with absorbent flax and hemp and finished
with an in-house woven, chemical free mattress cover. Zero to landfill.

SUPERIOR QUALITY

SUSTAINABLE LUXURY

Layered with temperature regulating British wool and cotton for premium comfort and finished with an
in-house woven, chemical free mattress cover. Wake up to sustainable comfort.

NEXT DAY DELIVERY

60 NIGHT COMFORT GUARANTEE

VELOCITY 7250

VELOCITY DUAL 5750

GENTLE SUPPORT. TURN FREE.

FIRM SUPPORT. DUAL SIDED..

The Velocity 7250 offers a gentle support for those who prefer a slightly softer feel. Handcrafted
by artisan bedmakers, with 2 rows of side stitching and 7250 luxury pocket springs. With our 100%
recyclable advanced Cortec™ Quad springs at the core for superior comfort, providing contouring
accuracy and precision, while the flexible HD 4000 micro springs close to the sleeping surface
and HD 2500 micro springs, together relieve pressure and provide targeted support.

The Velocity 5750 Dual offers a firm support for those who prefer a slightly firmer feel. Expertly
handcrafted at our Yorkshire based factory with 2 rows of side stitching and 5750 luxury pocket
springs. Featuring our 100% recyclable Cortec™ Quad springs with a unique design that contours to
your body for deeper support at the core while the multiple layers of flexible HD 2500 micro springs
close to the sleeping surfaces relieve pressure and provide targeted support.

Layered with luxurious silk and cashmere blended with British wool; the ultimate in comfort
and delightfully sumptuous. Topped with an in-house woven, chemical free mattress cover.
No glue, no foam and no FR chemicals are used meaning each mattress is zero to landfill.

Crisp cotton layers provide a cooling sleeping environment. Finished with an in-house woven,
chemical free mattress cover, no glue, foam, or FR chemicals are used for a healthy
and environmentally friendly night’s sleep.

SUPERIOR QUALITY

SUSTAINABLE LUXURY

NEXT DAY DELIVERY

60 NIGHT COMFORT GUARANTEE

VELOCITY DUAL 8750

VELOCITY DUAL 10750

MEDIUM SUPPORT. DUAL SIDED.

MEDIUM SUPPORT. DUAL SIDED.

The Velocity 8750 Dual offers a medium support. Expertly handcrafted by artisan bedmakers with
2 rows of side stitching and 8750 luxury pocket springs. At the heart of this mattress are our 100%
recyclable Cortec™ Quad springs; contouring with expert precision to your body for deeper support,
while the multiple layers of lightweight HD 4000 micro springs relieve pressure
and provide targeted support.

The Velocity 10750 Dual offers a medium support. This dual sided mattress is expertly handcrafted with
3 rows of side stitching and 10750 luxury pocket springs. With our uniquely designed, 100% recyclable
Cortec™ Quad springs contouring to your body with greater accuracy for deeper support. While the
multiple layers of HD 2500 micro springs relieve pressure and provide targeted support.

Layered with temperature regulating British wool, blended with home-grown absorbent flax and hemp.
Covered with an in-house, chemical free mattress cover, for luxurious and sustainable
comfort and support.

SUPERIOR QUALITY

SUSTAINABLE LUXURY

Layered with British wool and cotton for premium comfort and finished with an in-house woven,
chemical free mattress cover. Providing superior sustainable comfort
and an environmentally friendly night’s sleep.

NEXT DAY DELIVERY

60 NIGHT COMFORT GUARANTEE

VELOCITY DUAL 16750
GENTLE SUPPORT. DUAL SIDED.

The Velocity 16750 Dual offers a gentle support for those who prefer a slightly softer feel.
The ultimate in luxurious comfort, expertly handcrafted with 3 rows of side stitching and 16500
superior pocket springs. Featuring our uniquely designed, 100% recyclable advanced Cortec™ Quad
springs, with individual points of contact for contouring accuracy, precision and deeper support,
working in harmony with the multiple layers of HD 4000 micro springs
to relieve pressure and provide targeted support.
Layered with luxurious silk and cashmere blended with British wool, the ultimate in comfort and
delightfully sumptuous close to the in-house woven, chemical free mattress cover. The ultimate
in sustainable luxury and an healthy and environmentally friendly night’s sleep.

SUPERIOR QUALITY

SUSTAINABLE LUXURY

NEXT DAY DELIVERY

60 NIGHT COMFORT GUARANTEE

With 7.5 million mattresses going to landfill each year,
when purchasing a Velocity mattress you have the
option to add on our take away and recycle service.
For the additional cost of £25 we can take away
your old mattress and dispose and recycle
it through the appropriate channels.
Rest easy knowing you are having a healthy
and environmentally sound night’s sleep.

Carbon
Neutral

+

Organisation

Harrison Spinks, The Innovation Centre, Westland Road,
Leeds, West Yorkshire LS11 5SB
Tel: +44(0) 113 2055200 Fax: +44 (0) 113 2719739
Email: info@harrisonspinks.co.uk www.harrisonspinks.co.uk

